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TRINI TY CO LLEGE.
· This College has no medical, Jaw, rlivinity, or other professional school or department connected with
it; but is intended to give a Lihernl Education, adapted to fit young men to enter most advantageonsly
upon tlie study of tlie Learned Professions after graduation. By a Liberal Education, is mennt a non-professional education com~ucted without reforenci: to any future particular profession, calling, or ~pccial pursuit
• on the part of the student in question, and designed not to make men specially c]ergymen, lawyers, physicians, soldiers, merchants, or engineers, but so to train and e(lucate the mental faculties as to put them into
the most efficient condition, and to qualify a student to enter with success upon the tudy of any of the
professions, or upon any othet· pursuit in life. Its course of study is similar to that pursued at Harvard,
Yale. and _otherleading Colleges, but somewhat more conformed to that of Oxford and Cambridge.
Those students however who wish to obtain simply the degree of Bacllelor of Science can do so by
taking the whole of the regular course except the Greek, and in addition certain prescribed scientific studies.
Special Students are also sometimes received, who are allowed to pursue such studies, always including
Latin, as upon examination they shall be found qualified to enter upon without reference to any d(•gree.

SCHOLARSHIP .
There are numerous Scholarships that secure the remission of tuition: others tlle remission of all College charges; otllers which yield a pecuniary income varying from $60 to $300. The Society for the increase
of the Ministry offers Scholarships yielding from $200 to $300. The Uhurch Scholarship Society makes
loans, without interest, of $100 per annum. The doors of the College are shut against no deserving student
for want of means.
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Following the example of some of our
best exchanges, we have added four pages
for advertisements, a part of which, however,
Published every three weeks during term-time by
we shall, if necessary, convert to literary
the Students of
use.
TR.IN.I TY . COLLEGE.
We shall use this year heavier and better
.
paper,
and further changes may be made, if
BOARD OF EDITORS-CLASS OF '79.
found desirable, or if experience suggests
DAVID B. WILLSON. them
Managing Editor,
MELVILLE K. BAILEY ,
ARTHUR E. PATTISON.,
Asking that our efforts may be seconded
ROBERT L. WINKLEY ,
JAMES S . CARPENTER,
by the generous support of the Alumni and
ALFRED HARDING .
Undergraduates, not only by subscriptions,
Single copies 20 cents.
Terms $2.00 per year.
but
also by contributions to the various deSubscriptions, Advertisements and Communications
partments, we present our initial number,
should be acldre. secl to
THE TRI !TY TABLET.
trusting that a charitable construction may
P. O. DRAWER 20_, _ _ __ _ _ HARTFORD, Co N. be put upon our first endeavor, and that it
7'/ze T A BLET is f or sale regularly at the Book Stores
of B rown & Gross , 79 A sylum St., and S. W, Barrows
&..., Co ., 2 s6 M ain Sf., a nd at 22 'Jarv is Hall.

may be received as an earnest of better
things.
We desire herewith to acknowledge our

appreciation of the liberal encouragement
WITH Jhe present number, the TABLET
enters upon its eleventh volume, the already extended by the public, . which enables us to commence our work under most
management of which devolves, in turn, upon
favorable auspices.
the class of SEVENTY-NINE. We have no
new plans to announce. Our general purASHI GTON'S Birthday is near at
pose is to make the Tablet, what it has
hand. Are we not to have a celebraalways aimed to be, a newspaper, giving the tion? If we are, it is tiine to call a college
doings at Trinity, and of the college world meeting, and elect our poet and orator. We
were very sorry to have this neglected last
at large. An attefllpt to give it the characyear, and hope that this year there will be
ter of a magazine, we believe un~ise, although men among us, not only willing but eager, to
we may insert an occasional article upon accept the elections. We o·we it to the institution and the alumni, as well as to ourselves,
some topic of interest and importance.
Some changes have been made in the to keep up this custom. There is too much
tendency, not only in coll eges but in the
typographical appearance, which we hope
world, to give up our hold on old things and
may be regarded as improvements, and by seek something new. This celebration, as we
means of which we give to our readers more all know, is in the hands of the students. If
the Faculty attempt to stop our rushes, we
than an eighth additional literary matter.

W
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are indignant. Yet, we, ourselves, have negSo far, then, as any censure is applied to
lected a custom which is thought as much of Trinity for declining to act in accordance with
by some, as our rushes are by others. Let us gratuitous advice of this nature, it certainly
act promptly hereafter, and make up for our seems unjust.
Policy was its excuse for
neglect.
· declining liberal offers which otherwise would
have been gladly and thankfully accepted;
HE question of _the feasibility of consol- and, as far as we are concerned, the good
idating some of the colleges of the effects of this policy · will soon be felt.
country into universities has been much disWe grant that, by remaining in this city,
cussed of late.
Several plans have been Trinity has not aided very materially the
suggested, but all have fallen through, simply, efforts of those who are anxious to put a stop
we understand, because no colleges have to the deplorable increase of American colb een found which are willing to be experi- leges, but we hold that, by acting so ;:i.s to
mented upon.
maintain her own separate existence, she has
At the last meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa shown her determination to contribute to what
alt1mni in
ew York, this matter was the is really the same end; that is, raising the
chief subject for debate, and, during the standard of schblarship in American colleges.
discussion, one of the most prominent of the
Let this plan of ''consolidation'' be tried
gentlemen present saw fit to lay rather severe on institutions whose degrees are worth nothstrictures on the course pursued by our own ing, and let them try to retain their "autoncollege a few years since, when an excellent I omy" under adverse circL1mstances, and then,
opportunity was afforded of trying such an no matter which way the experiment may
experiment.
turn out, it will be successful.
He referred to the very liberal offers made
We like the plan, but we cannot relish the
by some gentlemen of New Haven, at the proposed application of it.
time of the sale of the old grounds. and then
- --- -expressed his surprise that our Trustees did W E are much pleased to see a marked
change in the management of our Readnot see fit to accept these offers, to remove
Trinity to New Haven. and there erect its new ing Room We must, of course, take into
buildings, almost under the shadow of Yale; consideration the trouble of starting in a new
maintaining, however, its "autonomy as an room. where everything was out of order.
Episcopalian institution," and thus take a But, even after due allowance for this, we
step in the right direction toward the foun- noticed that, until within a couple of weeks,
dation of a tru e university. Now, perhaps, the papers were not properly filed, and the
the course recommended, which a few of the room kept neat We now have a good selecoldest of our own Trustees favored, vvould tion of papers, both daily and weekly. But
have been most happy in its results·. but we we are still without ligh,ts, so that we cannot
beg leave to doub.t it. The idea that Yale rea~1 after dark. It is a well-known fact tl1dt
and Trinity could '' lie down together" is some of the most diligent students in every
absurd
Even. granting, however, the possi- College are professedly ignorant of what is
bility .of two colleges of different denomina- going on in the world. Every one will admit
tions existing in a small city,· we cannot see that this is a one-sided education. To be
that they would then be one step nearer the useful and prominent a man must be up with
the foundation of a "true university," than the times, skilled not so much in the laws and
they were before.
There could be little customs of Ancient Greece and Rome, as in the
unanimity between either Faculties or stu- questions which are agitating the world to-day.
Many of us would make more use of the
dents, and, without harmony, there could be
no university. Steady and natural growth Reading room, if we could go there in the
is the only process by which an institution evening. We would most respectfully call
of this character can be formed; we cannot the attention of the Faculty to this matter,
make one by '' consolidating " colleges of and assure them that a little light would be
most acceptable.
different denominations.

T
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WE

have long felt the need of another
wide-awake,scientific,and inquiring mind
in our Faculty. And now we have secured
this in our new Professor who is working
with all his might to build up, and make
more interesting, the scientific studies of our
course. This is an age of scientific research
and w? must congratulate ourselves on the
fact that Trinity is not to stand below other
Colleges in her Scientific Course. Prof Bolton has been examining our new Spectroscope and, in a recent _lecture on the Spectrum Analysis, he exhibited and explained
it to the physicians of this city.

THE

College has recently received a nicely
stuffed White Seal from Mr. A . M. Clark
of '77 . It is a very ·fine specime n .and a good
addition to our cabinets. We hope that this
will be a signal for the A'.lumni, and all interested in the College, to aid us in enlarginothe collection for our new rooms. If we wish
the institution to grow, we must not only aid
it, but aid it in the ri ght way. We would
have Trinity an institution where students can
advance, in any department, as far as they can
in our largest Colle?"es. This can only be obtained by so moulding its growth that one
department be not ig nored by undue advancement of another. "Institutions gray with
age _rest with their people, not their king."
fellow stud ents are quite regular in
O UR_
their attendance a t the Rink. It is a
question wh ether they are drawn there by the
efforts of Moody and Sankey or by the beautiful maiden faces dotted about in that great
sea of heads.

THE

issue of the pre.sent number of the
T ABLET was arranged for to-day, with
the intention of g iving a report of the Oratorical Contest, appointed for the 3 I st, ult., the
indefinite postponem nt of which, however,
was announced too late to give us an opportunity to make~ change.
WE send the present number to -all the undergraduates, and those of the alumni whose
addresses are in our hands, with substantial
aid from whom we feel confident· of success.

,
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ALPHA DELTA PHI.
THE annual reunion of the New York
Alumni of ALPHA DF.LTA PHI, on the
t1vventieth of D ecember last, was made ,the occasion for the establishment of a Chapter of
that Fraternity in our College. The exercises
~oqk place at three o'clock in the afternoon,
m the Masonic Temple, and the new Chapter,
consisting of the sixteen active members of
the local PHI KAPPA FRATERNITY, received
the charter und er the title of the PHI KAPPA
CHAPTER of ALPHA DELTA PHI, forming
the sixteenth Chapter of this well-known and
influential college Fraternity. Four graduate
members of Phi Kappa were initiated at the
same time. The Phi Kappa Chapter is .to
keep up its line of members since 1835,
the date of the foundation of the local organization, by the subsequent initiation of its
Alumni.
At seven in the evening, on the· day of the
initiation, more than one hundred members of
Alpha Delta Phi, including those of the
newly admitted Chapter, ass.embled in the
spacious dining-hall, at Delmonico's, which
was tastefu lly decorated for the occasion with
floral emblems, the members, in addition to
their badges, wearing the ·green and white, .
which are the colors of the Fraternity.
Prominent among the guests present were the ·
Hon. John Jay, the President of the Fraternity, the Hon. Everett P. Wheeler, Algernon
S. Sullivan, Judge \t\Tallace, of Syracuse, the
Rev. E. P. Rogers, D. D,, the Rev. R. S.
Storrs, D. D., the Rev. 0. B. Frothino-ham
David W. Judd, and Judge Bacon; als; con~
gressmen and many others of eminence.
Letters were read fr.om a large number of
Alumni, including the Rt. Rev. A . C. Coxe,
D. D. , LL. D., Bishop of Western New York,
Governor Hubbard, of Connecticut, President
Eliot, of Harvard University, President Moses
Coit Tyler, of the University of Michigan,
President Raymond, of Vassar College, the
Rev. Edward Everett Hale, Donald G.
Mitchell (Ik. Marvel), Russell Sturgis, Jr.,
and the -Hon. George William Curtis, expressing regret at their inability to be present, and
their interest in the Fraternity.,
After dinner, the Rev. Dr. Storrs, who
presided on the occasion, in a witty and char-

,
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acteristic speech, revived many College reminiscences, after which the toasts were drunk
and responded to, as follows:-" Our Fraternity, Alpha Delta Phi," the Hon. John Jay,
( Columbia Chapter;) "Our Absent Brethren,"
the Hon. Everett P. Wheeler, (Manltattan :)
" Our Departed Brethren," drunk standing
and in silence; " Our Brethren in Divinity,"
the Rev. E. P. Rogers, D. D., ( Columbia);
"-in Medicine," Alexander Hutchins, M. D.,
( W£lliams ;) "-at the Bar," Prof. -Theodore
W. Dwight, (Hamilton ;) "-in Politics," the
Hon. Thomas Ewine, (Brunon-ian ;) "-in
{'.,iterature," the Rev. 0. B. Frothinham,
(Harvard;) "-of the Press," David W. Judd,
( W-illi"ams ;) "-of the New Chapter," Prof.
Edward North, (Ham-ilton.)

VOGES MORTUI.
SKELETON.

HARK ! What in ea n those sounds without ?
Who C'.)me crowding up _the stairs,
In such madly wanton rout,
Where the flashing lantern glares ?
ow the cracked and shaky door
On its creaking hinges screams;
Strange the light on dusty floor,
Wall, and straining rafter gleams.
FIRST STUDENT.

Pallid frame of musty bones,
Why these harsh sepulchral groans ?
SKELETON.

Thoughtless youth, thy blood is hot,
From thy boyish folly cease ;
Take thee hence, and vex me not,
Nor disturb my gloomy peace.
Break not on my solemn rest
'Mid these heaps of mouldering tomes,
Where the gray rat makes her nest,
And the ancient spider roams.
~ECOND STUDENT.

Didst thou perish swinging free
From the sole-branched leafless tree ?
SKELETON.

Strive not secrets to unfold ;
Holy live, that, when thy frame
Seeks again the common mould,
Joy be thine for aye, not shame,

God's decrees thou canst not learn ;
Reverence sacredly doth veil,
If, by judgment sweet or stern ,
I forever laugh or wail.
. THIRD

•

TUDENT.

Hush thy snarling void of se nse !
We are come to tear th ee hence.
SKELETON.

Bitter curses on thy soul !
Crawling vermin eat thy flesh,
Sourest dreg of sorrow's bowl
Sting thy heart with pain afresh !
Conscience with her cutting lash,
If thou act, or ill ..or well,
Scourge th ee for thy mischief rash,
Make thy breast a stormy hell !
STUDENTS TOGETHER.

Ha! thy word are fiercely spo ken !
And thy curses grimly said.
Yet must tho ·e dry bones be broken,
Wert thou kinglie t of the dead !
Shake his gaunt limbs, till they clatter !
Pierce the cavei:n of hi s sku ll !
Let his crumbling mola rs chatter!
Nerves have rotted, sen ·e i dull !
Set the ghastly shell a-swinging,
Till the night creeps into day,
And the clanging bell be rin ging !
We have ended; Haste away.

B.

SOMETHING LIKE A FABLE.
ALCIBIADES, noticing that his friend
Hipparchus appeared disconsolate. furtively inquired: "Why so pensive, Hipp? "
"Alas! '· responded his companion with apparent sadness, " I have lost standing, for, being engaged in extraneous literary ·pursuits, I
sent an epistle mentioning the fact to our
reverend Faculty, but it became entangled in
their throats, so that they could not swallow
it." " Ha! ha ! " laughed Alcibiades with
an echoing roar that filled the campus, '·Thou
art yet very fresh ! Smoke strong cigars, indulge in whiskey-straights, and cultivate
morning headaches, and thy excuses will slip
down like greased lightning! ·•
MORAL: A Plain, Unvarnished Tale is not
always the most Effective.
THE next number of the TABLET will be
issued February 23rd.

.s
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COMMUNICATION

COLLEGE AN!J CAMPUS.
~

[Communication upon current topics are invited for this
column. It i expected that they will be written in a courteous tone, The writer' full name, a well as his nom de
plim e, mu st accompany the article. The editors do not
necessarily approve the op inion expres ed.]
ORDER I r CHAPEL.

To the Editors of the Tablet:
WE know that this is not the first time that
articles condemning the ungentlemanly conduct of some members of the present Sophomore class during chapel services, have made
their appearance in your columns during the
past few months, but the wholesome advice
which has been set forth in them seems to
have been entirely thrown away. No attention whatever appears to have been paid to
the expressed opinion of the college in general, in regard to this matter, but whenever a
favorable opportunity presents itself, that is,
when any strangers happen to come in to attend and take part in the services, our ears
are greeted with all kinds of noisy disturbances, which little become the perpetrators, or
the time and place.
As there is reason in everythin~, so there
is in college fun. We do not condemn the
shying of books at the heads of innocent
Freshmen, etc., provided it is done out of
chapel hours. The Freshmen will, no doubt,
be but too glad to return the compliment.
We would simply ask those students who
wish to indulge in such puerile sport, to consider that. while attendance at chapel is, except at known tim s, compulsory,,and all must
go or "cut," nevertheless, there are some who
go there with the intention of making good
use of the opportunity afforded them, and
who should not be denied the privilege of so
doing, by the rudeness of others. We hope
that those who will not abstain from such doings from principle or courtesy, will, at any
rate, do so from policy. Such annoyance as
we have lately experienced certainly does
hurt our reputation as a college, and bring
shame upon our dear Alma Mater. For her
sake, then, if for no other reason, let us in
chapel, at least, behave ourselves like men.
0RDO.

I

,

THE FACULTY.

The changes in the Faculty, made last commencement, passed into effect at the beginning
of this term. President Pynchon was called
to fill the Hobart Professorship of Menta! and
Moral Philosophy, vacant since the death of
Dr. ] ackson, Rev. Samuel J. Andrews having
been Instructor in that department. Dr. Bolton wa called from the Columbia School of
Mines to fill the Scovill Professorship of
Chemistry and 1 atural Science, heretofore
occupied by President Pynchon. Dr. Bolton
will, doubtless, make his department a success.
In consequence of these changes, Dr. Bolton
is now to be found in the Laboratory, and
President Pynchon in the Portrait Gallery.
THE

PECTROSCOPE.

We recently had the privilege of examin ing the spectroscope which was purchased
for Trinity College, at the Vienna Exposition, and, at that time, considered one
of the finest instruments in the world. It
has eight large pris1ns, so that, when all are
in use, a ray of light describes the perimeter of a regular polygo n, and, corning back to
the point whence it started, is there reflected,
at a different angle, into the telescope. The
dimensions of the prisms are: length, 68 mm.,
height, 68 mm., base, 52 mm. It was manufactured by the celebrated Duboscq of Paris
BISHOP WILLIA 1S.

Bishop Williams preached, Dec. 9th, in the
College Chapel, from the text: "Whose end
is destruction, whose God is their belly, whose
glory is in their shame, who mind earthly
things." He, drew a sharp contrast between
the characters of the Emperor ero and St.
Paul, making a pointed application of his
thou ght to the students.
The Bishop now lectures to the Seniors in
th·e morning, and the Juniors in the afternoon,
instead of v-ice versa, as heretofore.
PREACH! TG I

CHAPEL.

Sermons ha\·e been delivered in the Chapel,
since the last issue of the TABLET, by Prof.
Huntington, Bishop Williams, Prof Johnson,
Prof. Hart, and President Pynchon.
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purposes. To the right of the lecturer, is a
massive stone hood, in medieval style, to be
Bishop Tuttle preached in the College supplied with a stone shelf n which all experChapel, toward the end of last term, tak- iments by fire may be p rformed, the fumes
ing as his text the words: "By their fruits ye passing out of an aperture at the top. To his
s~~ll know them," and as his subject,. "The left, is a niche opening into the private laborEagle shot by arrows feathered from ,its own atory, also provided with an orifice above for
wing." He showed, in- a vigorous discour::,e, the escape of vapors, so that thi · nuisance
ho:V. the scientific enemi~s of the Christian . may be abated. There is also ample blackrelig10n draw ~a~y of their weapons from the board room here. with a uniqu folding ararmory of Chnst1an truths.
rangement. Before the table the seats are to
be placed on a series of steps, behind which is
OTES O r THE
EW BUlLDl G.
a screen, elegantly carved. The aisles are at
The work on the New Buildings is pro- the sides of the rooms. In the wall-spaces
gressing with more thoroughness than . rapi- between the piers are the cases, which are six
dity.
The dormitories have arrived at a feet in height, and extend on the two sides of
considerable degree of completion.
The the room. The back of each case is lined
steam heaters, of which there are three in with zinc, as precaution against vermin. lt
lecture
each suite of rooms, are now placed at some promises to be a model for chemical
•
rooms.
distance •from the walls, to aid in drying
The rooms are finished off with a fine plasthe plaster, but will be properly arranged beter,
said to be better for the purpose than hard
fore long. About the only exception to be
finish,
since it will not be so easily soiled.
taken to the fitting-up of the rooms is the
Gas will be brought into all the rooms in
appearance of the steam-pipes. These, however prettily bronzed, cannot be regarded as college, the pipes being already in.
The win¢ows throughout the buildings are
ornaments.
set
in iron frames, fitting very closely, so as to
A temporary wooden structure has been
erected over the foundations for the gateway, afford ample protection against the wind to
which will contain the kitchen, as well as which the buildings are particularly exposed
rooms for the steward and servants. In the by their situation.
The cabinet and library are both much
cellar below are permanently'placed two heatlarger
than can be filled at present. It is of
ing boilers, and a cooking boiler which last will
utmost
importance that here, as in all things,
remain, a,s well as the temporary edifice, until
the
interest
of our alumni should be awakened.
the erection of the great dining hall. Let us
There has been a rumor among the stuhope that our .generous alumni will hasten
dents, from time to time, that the doors of
that day.
The rooms devoted to scientific purposes the New College are to be locked, after a cerare fitted with all the conveniences which tain hour in the evening, and the students rethought and experience can supply. They quired to be in their rooms. We can say,
consist of a chemical room, store room. ap- upon authority, that no such plan has been
paratus room, rock room, cabinet, private seriously entertained.
. BISHOP TUTTLE.

laboratory, office of the Scovill Professor, and
the chemical lecture room. - This last is well
worth an afternoon's walk to the New .College,
and a critical inspection. The woodwork is all
of ash, well polished, and well ornamented.
The general plan is the same as that of all
similar rooms, but special attention has been
paid to details. The lecture table is eighteen
feet in length, and three in breadth, containing sets of drawers all arranged for special
I
-
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LITERAT

RE PRIZE.

The English Lit<;:rature Prize of last year
was presented by Chas. D. and Edmund M.
Scudder. It is their intention to make this
their gift also the coming year, and in succeeding years. If all our alumni would take
as much interest in Trinity, we should, before
many years, see all our dreams of prosperity
realized.

THE TRINITY TABLET.
THE SKELETONS, ET CETERA.

" The winrer ·wind blows, and the night is all dark,
Moans are heard in the linden trees;
Thro' the gloom the white skeleton s pass,
Running and leaping in their shrouds."

That bleak night the stormy winds blew,
and the raging billows on the Hartford City
Ocean rolled, wildly enough, but it mattered
not to the Fi·eshman, for he was skipping up
aloft into the garret of Seabury Hall, intent
on his ghostly business. The primal result of
his labors appeared the next morning, when
those who were early risers saw a skeleton
suspended by the head from the top of the
Chapel Porch, with a placard between its feet,
on one side of which was insc·ribed: '' '8 1 ,"
and o.n the other: "He tried to collect five
dollars-w hy d£d he dz'e .9 " The latter part
of the legend immediately reminded us of the
hat-rush.
. .
But t_he fant1st1c frame-work of man was
not destmed to afford p_rotracted amusement
to the gazers, for Franklm and Adolphus soon
appeared on the scene, with a ladder ~rnch
too sh_ort to read~ the skeleton! but w_1th a
pole ltke a weavers beam, and with these they
contrived to smash the college specimen into
a number of pieces, some of which the students appropriated.
Not many mornings after this occurrence
the early risers saw the same spectacle again,
the companion of the former skeleton being
suspended in the same place. Franklin and
Adolphus again appeared on the scene, and
again removed the toy, this time without
damaging it.
But the fun was not yet over, for the afternoon of the same day, while the Professor of
German was translating the words: " Is this
the end of the world ? " the gas went suddenly out, leaving · the class in semi-total
dark11ess. They were dismissed, and gathered in knots around the chapel, awaiting Evening Prayer. . Little by little the other
classes joined them, until five o'clock came,
and yet the chapel doors were not opened.
Five minutes passed-ten-and yet no bell.
Fifteen, and the President came and announced that Evening Prayer would be omitted. The students gave three cheers and
dispersed.
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It soon became generally known, that the
Freshmen had plugged up the gas burners in
the Chapel, and smeared putty over the plugs.
The affair was pronounced a success by the
students, and Franklin said it. was the first
time they had ever gotten ahead of him.
·But the final consequences were not so
agreeabl e to the class of '81. Th ey were
arraigned, and separately asked whether they
had had anything to do with the disturbances.
Eighteen of the class declined to ._nswer, and .
had imposed on them, as a task, the last two
chapters of Loomis' Algebra. One of the
eighteen did not return after the vacation, but
the remaining seventeen were examined on
January 12 th. Twelve of them passed the
examination. The remaining unfortunates
s~ffered a reduction in standing, and have been
required to undergo a second examination.
In consequence bf the troubles, the '~singing"
of the Matriculation Hymn, by the Freshmen, has bee n postponed si1le die.
The conclusion of the matter seems to be,
.that while sw ingin o- skeletons are amusing
eno~gh to the avera~e student or stone cutter,
the subsequent action of the Faculty upon the
qu estion is not so funny.
BULLETIN BOARD.

Some sharp fellow has transplanted the
bulletin board. He must have been like the
Irishman who had the difficulty with the bull,
and laughed beforehand, for no one has joined
him in laughing since. Perhaps he did not
know what it was for, and that he was biting
off his own nose.
N. 13.-If any member of the Faculty stole
it, and will replace it by a new one, no questions will be asked.
THE IVY.

The following gentlemen have been appointed Editors for the I VY from the class of
Seventy-Nine:
Managing Editor,
W. N. Elbert.
Associate Editors,
Alfred Harding,
·orr Buffington,
S. G. Fisher,
J. S. Carpenter.
. They have comm_e nced work vigorously,
and will try to make the forthcoming number
of the Ivy as attractive as possible. They
especially desire that all contributions to their
pages be handed in at an early date.
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ATHLETICS.

EXCU ES.

The excuses sent in to the Faculty, will
At a special meeting of the Base Ball Ashereafter
be returned to the students so that
sociation, held January 22, the following
they
may
know the result of their ~etitions
officers were elected for the remainder of the
before the end of the term, and regulate their
year:
cuts accordingly.
President,
W. V. Chapin,
CANINE.
I st Vice President,
J. S. Carpenter,
A
devotional
dog
recently insisted on mak2d Vice President,
Charles Hunter,
ing several entrances into, an<l exits from,
Treasurer,
D. B. Willson,
Chapel, during Morning Prayer.
Judging
Secretary,
S. G. Fisher,
from the excited yelp which was afterwards
Captain,
F. W. White.
Managers, Charles Hunter, W. N. Elbert. heard outside, he did not play his part so well
The Nine are undergoing a regular course as the cour-teous Professor who called him off
of training in the gymnasium, and will, with- the stage.
out doubt, be able to do full credit to themDOINGS AT OTHER COLLEGES.
selves during the coming season.
It is the present purpose of the Athletic
COLUMBIA.
Association to give an exhibition in the gymnasium, some time in the spring. vVe hope, THE study of history has been entirely
abolished. The Faculty have recently
for the interest of athletic sports, that this
decic;led
to send to the parents of students,
plan will be carried out.
along with their term reports, the excuses sent
ORATORICAL.
in by them during the term.
For the encouragement of rowing among
The following are the appointments to the
the
students, the Trustees have made, since
oratorical contest, to take place---?
I 872, an annual appropriation of $ 1 ,ooo,
Sen£ors, Messrs. Hills and Scott.
which, in 1877, was increased to $1,250.
Jun-icrs, Messrs. Winkley and Webster.
At a recent meeting of the Alumni AssociaSophomores, Messrs. George and Fleming.
tion,
it was proposed to unite that body with
The delay and indifference of those in
charge is highly discreditable, both to them- the Alumni of the School of Mines, and hereafter to have but one Association.
selves and to the college in general.
Columbia has refused to row with Harvard
MISSIO ARY OClETY.
not being willing, as the latter demanded, t~
At the regular meeting of the Missionary reduce their Law and Medical departments to
Society held January 28, the following an equal footing with Harvard's.
The Oxford University crew have decided
officers were elected for the present term:
to challenge the Columbia Colleo-e four 1 and
President,
·
W. V. Chapin,
if the latter defeat them, the Car:bridge U niVice President,
Lorin Webster,
versity
crew will row the American Crew.
Treasurer,
D. B. Willson,
HARVARD.
Secretary,
- M. K. Bailey.
The
Faculty
have
forbidden the boat club
PERILOUS ADVENTURE.
theatricals. The building of the new gymnaTwo students recently borrowed a horse sium will begin in March. '
and buggy, left behind the buildings, and took
Of the Freshman base-ball games that have
a circuitous drive around the city, leaving it been played between Yale and Harvard, Yale
finally at the station house. Some one asked has won thirteen, and Harvard, eight.
if they were the ones who had recently stolen
The Cr£mson says: It is rumored that the
a turkey, near the college. "No ! " they an- Freshmen are to start a polo club in the spring.
swered, and a pensive policeman added, "Do Their experience in the animals required will
you suppose they would acknowledge it if obviate the necessity of sending to Mexico
they had?"
for ponies."

,.

.
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By bequest from Mrs. ]~mes Warren Sever,
of Boston, Harvard is to receive $140,000;
$100,ooofor a building to be called Sever Hall;
$20,000 for the Library, and $20,000 for general purposes, unrestricted by the giver.
President Elliot says in his annual report:
"A few students keep their expenses within
$500, and it is possible to do this without injury to health, and without suffering of any
so~t, but it requires extreme economy at every
pomt, and that faculty of making a little go a
great way, which not many young men possess.
The great majority, whose parents are neither
rich nor poor, spend from $650 to $8 50 a year."
The_ ~emb~rship in the Harvard Dining
Ass_oc1atlon, and the weekly prices of board,
dunng the first part of last year, were as follows; January, 388 men at $4.80; February,
418, at $4.30; March, 434, at $4.25; April,
445, at $4.00; May, 462, at $4.20.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

BROW is to have a new dormitory.
OBERLI COLLEGE has 1016 students:
PRINCETON claims the foot-ball championship for last year over Harvard, Yale and
Columbia. During the past nine years Princeton has received donations to the amount of
T

$2,500.000.

AMHERST has purchased for $40,008 the
Shepard scientific collection of minerals, said
to be the best in the world.
The cap and gown question is still agitating
Cornell. The majority of the Senior Class
are understood to favor their adoption. Twenty-five of the Junior Class have signed a
paper pledging themselves "to swing out,"
as soon as the majority of signers shall decide.

PERSONALS.

YAL E.

The Freshmen are to commence Mechanical Drawing this term.
The Cincinnati Association of Yale Alumni
which, on Thursday, January 3, I 878, held it~
fourteenth annual banquet, is the oldest institution of its kind in the country, and the parent of all th e similar associations which have
been organized in various cities of the U. S.
It has been suggested that, in future concerts, the g-lee club sing behind a screen, to
counteract the unfortunate tendency of the
members to flirt with pretty girls in the
audience.-Ya!e Coumnt.
ew Haven voted for "no license " at the
last election, but the Courant console~ its readers with the statement that many of the dealers have already secured their licenses and
paid for them, and that such persons '' will
continue at the old stand."
WILLIAMS.

"An attempt was made to blow up the Mills
Seminary, at South Wil:iamstown, Mass., on
Saturday last A keg of gunpowder was
buried in the cellar, but was discovered and
removed. The incendiary students then threw
a barrel of hot coals in the cellar to set fire
to the building, but without success. Two
students, the supposed ring-leaders have been
sent home."-.N: Y. Witness

[It is particularly desired that the Alumni furni sh us with
all it_ems of interest, that may come to their knowledge, concern mg every one who has been connected with the Colleoe
We w_ould ask their co-ope1:ation in making this departm~nt
what 1t ought to be-a medmm between graduates and their
Alma Mater.]

~YLER, '38. Rev. Dr. Tyler has presented
a library to St. Andrew's Divinity School,
New York.
GALLAUDET, '42. Rev. Dr. Gallaudet
held the first service for Deaf Mutes at Montreal, Canada, last December.
BELDEN, '48. Nathan W. Belden, of Connecticut, has been elected to the Legislature
from Wilton.
KNICKERBACKER, '53. Rev. Dr. Knickerbacker has declined the Bishopric of Montana.
GREGORY, ·54. Rev. H. T. Gregory is the
Financial Agent for the Berkley Divinity
School.
WHITE, '54. J. Gardner White may be
addressed at Phillip's Place, Cambridge, Mass.
BVLL, '59. A. B. Bull read an Historical
Paper at the Reunion of the · Hartford City
Guard.
Fo1rn EY, '62. Thomas P. Fordney is
married and resides at Lancaster, Penn.
HAMERSLEY, '65. Hon. Wm. Hamersley
read a paper at the recent Diocesan Conference
held at ew . Haven, on "The duty of Chris~
tians in the matter of relieving the p.oor."
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HART, '66. Rev. Pro(. Hart has just issued
the third edition of his Juvenal, with alterations.
METCALF, '66. Rev. H. A. ¾etcalf's address is Melrose, Mass.
WILLIAMS, '7 I. Rev. Chauncey C. Williams has accepted the rectorship of St. Paul's
Church, Augusta, Ga.
MACKAY-SMITH, '73.
Rev. Alexander
Mackay-Smith was ordained priest in All
Souls Church, Worcester, December, 1877,
and is now officiating in Boston, and may be
addressed at No. 367 Fourth St.
PROCTOR, '73. Rev. C. H. Proctor was in
town for a few days, at the opening of the
Trinity Term.
CRAll(, '74.
Rev. Charles E. Craik is
assistant to the Rector of Grace Church,
· Brooklyn,
. Y.; and may be addressed at
No. 83 State St.
COTTON, '74. Rev. H. Evan Cotton was
in town a few days ago. His address is No. I 28
State St., Boston, Mass.
WEBB, 76. E. Coleman Webb was married last evening to Miss H atti"e M. Geer, of
this city. The ceremony was performed by
the Rev. E. P. Parker, D. D., at the residence
of the bride's mother.
SHREVE, '77. Shreve has been called home
for a few days, by a death in the family.
CAMERON, '79. J. I. H. Cameron will not
remain at Trinity this term.
HYDE, '79. W. E. and T. A. Hyde will
not return until the coming fall. · ·
BELDE , '80. C. S. M. Belden has arrived.
!ES-SEWARD, 'Sr.
ies and Seward have
left college.

OBITUARY.
JOHN DAY FERGUSO , M.A., of the class
of I 8 5 I, died at his residence in Stamford,
Conn., December 9, I 877, aged 46 years, In
all the relations of life, as a Christian, a citizen,
and a friend, Mr. Ferguson commanded the
respect and esteem of all who knew him. He
was actively interested in the welfare of the
community in which he lived, taking a prominent part in the work of the Church, and also
doing all in his power for the benefit of the
Common Schools. At one time he was Judge
of the Probate Court for the district of Stam-

ford. Mr. Ferguson was a Trustee of the College, having been elected in I 8 7 5, to fill a
vacancy caused by the death of his honored
father.
JORI LOUIS STEBBI S, M. A., of the class
b f I 866, died at his father's home in Springfield,
Mass., December IO, I 877.
Feeble health
prevented him from taking a conspicuous place
in the busy world; but the same integrity of
character which marked his college course.
adorned his life to its dos , and made it a life
for which the world is better.

EXCHANGES.
The Acta Columb£ana is, without doubt the
handsomest of our exchanges, and still continues to keep up the high standard of literary excellence which has hitherto di tinguished it. Hereafter it is to be published every
three weeks instead of monthly-a change
which must be pleasing to its subscribers.
The Tufts Collegian is a very neat and
readable paper. The article, in its last issue
entitled "Social Culture," is worthy of par
ticular attention.
We quote the opening
sentence : "As a class, students are prone to
be unsocial. By this we do not mean that
each one lives for himself and seeks no other
company than can be found in books, for this
can hardly be said: but his social turn of
mind is in a direction peculiarly college-like."
Expanding this idea, the writer shows how
much of' that impracticableness in the affairs
of active life, which distinguishes so many
college bred men, results from the narrow
range of thought and conversation that they
indulged in while at college." ·
The Christmas number of The Cltromde,
in its new dress and handsome cover, is a
very attractive looking paper. It is sometimes said that you must not judge the book
by· the cover, but our first impressions of this
paper do not deceive us, for the literary tone
and variety of the articles it contains are
fully up to the high standard which its typographi.cal appearance would lead us to expect.
The " Notes on the College Press " are
written in a very original and entertaining
manner.

,,
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T!te lrv£ng Un-ion has expired in the ninth
year of its existence, at Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. It is to be si.;cceeded by
a new publication to be called StudentLzfe,
which we hope will have more life about it
than its unlamented predecessor.
Tiu Viddte makes its appearance at orthwestern University, without any of the customa'ry explanations, professions or apologies
of tyros in college journalism. This is a
commendable departure, and if followed up
by the rigid exclusion of all articles that have
no reason for appearing in a college paper,
we believe Tiu Vidette will become in time a
valuable and welcome exchange.
The last number of Tltc N-iagara Index
opens with a n effusion entitled "The
Bigot," which, judging from the title, must
be intended for a description of that truly
orthodox journal itself, but we respectfully
suggest that one can get a far better idea
of what a bigot is by perusing the last few
numbers of th e lndc_x than from the vapid
and senseless verses of this caricature of a
poem. Here is a sample of it:
"The bigot sleeps midst all that darkly seems
Outside himself, and no light of dream ,
\Yhich others, lavi h to the lovely, see
In their soul's palace, where all gue$t · are free
To move in rays whose tempered heat and sheen,
Suit each and all and how what should be seen,"

To which we wou ld add:
\Vhat in the name of thunder do these ver e mean?

The man who writes about "tuning chains to
harmony," and "the breathings of a ray,"
ought to write just one more poem-his own
ep itaph. In an ed itorial on the Inter-Collegiate
Literary Association, we ·are pleased to find
this modest stateme nt, entirely too mode.st, by
the way, for the l1tdex, "We do not expect
to sudden ly revolutionize the educational
world.'\ How thankful the educational world
must be!
Tiu A rcltangcl says: "Our Exchange editor is completely bewildered; he falls into
his easy chair with the thought, where shall
I commence, running in his head. At last,
recovering from hi editorial "doze," he
takes up th e first one on which his unmerciful
paw falls ." Here, then, is the result of his
lucubrations. Speaking of the Earlhamite,

,
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he says it is tinted with a little "libertihism,"
and presents a first-class "typograptic;al"
appearance. Further on, he informs us that
the Besovz shows a great lacking of ·• nik."
The only possible explanation of this latter
statement is suggested by the reflection that
it must mean '' the old Nick," and, doubtlec,s, our "Archangelic" contemporary is
better posted in regard to that personage
than the rest of us ever vvish to be. Mr.
Arclwngel, we advise you "to rise and wipe
your sleeping eyes,'' before you write your
next articles, and try and procure a more
industrious "devil," as your ass-istant.

PARTICLES.
Why did the dog yelp?
Good weather for foot-ball.
Where is the bulletin board ?
Catechetical exercises in Chapel.
Where is the Intellectual Zenith, G. A. T.?
Where is the Sophomore Literary Society?
Dr. Brocklesby lectures to the Juniors once
a week.
A Senior desires a "Genius's Hebrew Dictionary!"
The recitations in Butler's Analogy are written.
The extra classes are well attended-especially the German.
Pzmclt is to be had at the reading-room
every week.
Soph.-" These two nouns are in the same
case by opposition! "
A '' otic " was posted on the bulletinboard a few days ago.
The following notice appeared lately: "For Sale-I Juvenal, and I Assistant Juvenal!"
The new letter box in the reading-room is a
great improvement.
,
Adams seems .more modest than usual. Is
it a boy, or a girl this time?
" No. 48 " has been promoted to the posi
tion of door-keeper at the Rink, but of course
that will not hinder him from attending bonfires.
A Junior suggests that a certain gifted Professor punch holes in his explanations, so that
they can be seen through.
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The subject ·of the last Junior discussion
was, " Which have been more beneficial to the
world, gold and silver, or coal mines ? "
A Junior tried the skating on Wednesday,
and broke through the ice. His first remark
on coming to the surface was "Where are
my eye-glasses?"
What a wonderfully. refining influence College has. Here we have a Freshman who, at
the end of his first term, found that his former
associates were green!
Freshman - (translating dubiously)-"' -in
trepida re,' in a tight place--"
Prof -" On the whole, sir., I think you had
better sit down!"
Student --(in discussion) -" Professor, I rise
to a point of information."
Professor - " You may state your point, sir."
Student--" May I be excused from class?"
The following statement may be seen in the
College Catalogue for 1873-4 :-"There will
be two blocks of students' dormitories, with
accommodations for one hundred and fifty
students, 230 x 3 2 feet each." Are we to
infer from this that no students of larger
dimensions will be received?

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
Mr. Moody: " Are you in search of the
Lord, my friend?"
Stranger: "No, I ain't! I'm looking for
. the blasted fool that stole my hat ! "
" WilHam D. How(eL)ls to-mgltt," was placarded about Hartford during vacation. Now
who was this William D., ;md what did he do
it for ?
None of the College journals seem to have
noticed the fact that Vassar has adopted the
cap and gown. We hear that all of the classes
there now wear them-at night.
"Doff thine JEonian crown," elegantly says
Bayard Taylor in his centennial ode. "Shoot
the Hat," says the bad boy of the street.
Thus education softens and weakens expression. - Ex.
The married ladies of a Western city have
formed a Come-Home-Husband-Club. It is
about four feet long, and has a brush on one
end of it.-Ex.
Pro( in Polit. Economy Class -"You know,
Mr. S., that there was a fall in the price of

whiskey a year or so ago. " Mr. S. (anxious
to ;emove suspicion) - '' Oh, no, Professor, I
didn't know anything about it! "- Columb-ia
Spectator.
"I know what your beau's pretty horse's
name is," said a little boy to his sister, Saturday morning. ,c It's Damye." "Hush, Eddie;
that's a naugnty word." Well I don't care if
'tis; that's his name, cos last night [ heard
him say outside of the fence, "Whoa, Dam ye."
- Yale Courant.
An irreverent Athens correspondent, speaking of a new railroad from that city to the
Pira:!us, says:
Think of Socrate>s soliloquizing over a
steam engine; Dioge nes, with his tub, deadheading it to the Pira:! us, or haggling about a
seven cent ticket; or Euripides working up a
railroad catastrophe into one of his polished
tragedies; of the courtly Xenophon taking
topographical notes for his c, Anabasis " from
a window of a slee~ing-car, or of Alcibiades
lolling in a smoking-car, playing a game of
high-low-jack for the cigars. - Ex.
Trust not the aged Frenchman
When he knocketh at the door,
When he tells hi s touching sto ry
And boweth to the Aoor.
For beneath his seedy clothing
A canva bag h e hide ,
In which he puts the garment
Which your charity provides.
He dwelleth in the city,
And is not on the way
To ew York or to Bo ton,
Whatever he may say.
And in a tate 't. window
Your clothing you may see,
If you tru t that aged Frenchman
Who "came it" over me .
- Yale Coierant.

The Reading Eagle has a poetic reporter,
who went to the police station to look at the
tramps and count them. He gave the result
to his readers the next day, thus: "Not a
lodger weak and weary, or a drunkard bleak
and beery, not a tramp or vagrant dreary,
had a couch upon the floor; for the station
house was empty, not a mortal there to tempt
the long tailed rats to play at sentry as they
often played before. Said the turnkey, 'never
more.' "-Ex.
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LAMPS AND OIL.
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DRY GOODS.
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PRINTERS.
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.
,J.B. LIPPINCOTT & <.:O.,.
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Philadelphia.
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PENNSn,YANIA R.R. <..:o.,

RES 1'A URAN'I'.

WA YERLY DINING ltuOMS,
J.

w. GRAY

DR~:KA.

Philadelphia.
288 Asylum Street.

RUBBER GOODS

& CO.,

.

. J4i and 149 Asylum Street.

S'l'..A'l'lONER, ·.

.

112L Chestnut St., Philndelphia.
Union :-quttre, N. Y.

•

Tl£i'FANY & CO.,

TOBACCO.

. Rochester, N. Y.
270 Malu ~treet.

WM. 8 . KIMBALL & CU.,
Z. P. Kl.NG, .

•

WINES

G. F, HEUBLEIN & IlRO .,

Cor. Mulberry aud Welles Sts,

MISCELLANEOUS.

~
I

'.:'.L l •

Q. Watton,a

Hartford.
Hartford.

& Co.,

THE HATTERS
OF HARTFORD.

A ll K in ds of College Hats Made to
Order.
COR. MAIN A D ASYLUM STREETS.

GOL D AND SIL VER GOODS AT
VERY LOW P RICES.
College and Secret Society Badges a Specialty. Low
Price for good quality and work wm govern. All
work and goods warranted .

J. G.

GRISWOLD,

3I

I

Main St., Hartford, Ct.

218 Main Street.
189 Main Stre<•t.

A. T. STEWART & CO .,
D . A. SPF.AR, ·.

.

. 59 Carmine St., N. Y.

PAUL F. SCHNEIDER,

E . HABENSTEIN,

.

111ERCHAN'l' TAILORS.

F. BITTER.
.
JOH , Kl~NNEDY
JOHN J. LEHH, '
SAU.NDEH::.,

TRIN !TY COLLEGJ,:.
.
.
•
SOGIETY FUH Ii'sCP.EASE OF THE MINISTRY,

We desire tc call the attention of th Undergraduate ,
Alumni and S ubsc riber in general, to the following li s t of
hu iness firms and corporations, wh ·e aclverti ements
appear in the colun,1 n of THE T AELET ; a ll of whom we
can confidently recommend as honorable and respon ible,
and we bes1 eak for them a liberal patronage.

C. M. SMITH,

27 Asylum Street.

CHAln'ER OAK LAU:WDHY .

SPECIAL NOTICE.

J . & P.. LAMB, .

259 Main Street.

~~1i~· J .UJ~I~ls ~°co.;

WORCESTKR'S P0CKKT DIC'rlONARY.-We have just received from
the publishers. J. 13. Lippincot t & <.:o., Philadelphia, a copy of this
reaMy valuable littl e volume 1t Is a complete vade-mecmn for the
~ encral readc1· and conespondent, containing, besides a profuAely
illustrated vocabulary of over eighteen thousand words, lists of foreign words nnd phrases, abbreviations, rules for spelling, numerical
tables, etc. The publisher will mail this work to any address on
r eceipt of the price, 03 cents.
TnE C11uRc11 CALENDAR for 1878 issued by Chas. F. Roper, No 11
Bible House, app ears in better form than last year, and contains,
besides the Lectlo nary belonging to thn American Prayer Book, and
the Lesso ns appointed for the Lenten, Ember and Hogation days, the
R evised Engllsh Lietionary. The notes on the Festivals and Fasts
are excel1ent, and ful1 of instruction. A copy should be in the hands
of every Churchman. Price, 85 cents, post-paid.
THI,: ATLANTIC 10:wr11LY prese nts a most attractive prog ramme
for tht' pro ent year. The contrihutors W its variou departments
embrace the uam,·s of some of our most eminent scholars known to
th e public. The G ,1t11 x1I which hos for the past eleven years been
prominent and pop ular tu a rare degree among American ?lfagazines
has been COIISOlillated with the ATLANTIC, au even t which will doubtless tend to wl<len the flt:ld and strengthen the hold of the latter upon
puulic faYor aud esteem.
A portrait of Whittier, the Quaker poet, a picture of unusual
excell ·nee nnd finish, is offerecl to all subscribers or purchasers for
the/mall sum of One Dollar.

C. W. HAYNES,
PHILIP KRA USS,
D. F. TOWNEH,

V

GROCERIES.

217 Main Street.

HAT.,; AND CAPS.

COL EM A & CO., .
R. G. W.ATHOUS & CO.,

.
.

.
.

.
25:\ 1\faln Street.
Cor. Main and Asylum ~t.

INSURANCE.
PEKN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

JEWELERS.

L. G. BURGE S' SON & CO.,
,J. G GRISWOLW,
ERNST SCRA LL,
TIFF ANY & CO.,

Philadelphia.
Alb1111y, N. Y .

81t 1\111iu Street
207 Mam Street.

U_n lon Square, .N. Y .·

C. W. H A YNES,

Fine Boots and Shoes,
364 Mai n Street, Hartfo rd, Conn.

F . E . MIX,

DENTIST.

297 MAIN STREET, State Bank Building,
' (Opposite State House,)

HARTFORD,

CONN.

THE TRINITY TABLET.

VI.

JOHN

G.

WHITTIER.

PENNSYLVANIA
RAILROAD.

A superb life-size portrait of this

beloved an<l honored poet, will be
sent, post-pa·i d, · to any subscriber
to the Atlantic JJI.onthly for 18'i'S,
for $1.00.

THE ATLANTIC
For Nov ember and December 18'i''i',
and all of 187 8 --fourteen monthssent to any add·r ess f'o1• $4.00.
Addres.~ H. 0. Houghton & Co.,
Rive1·side Prf;SS, Ca mbridge, Mass.

.......

~

GREAT T HRO UGH LI NE and UNITE D
STATES MA IL ROUTE.
The attention of the traveling public is respectfully invited to some of the merits of this great highway, in the
confident a sertion and belief that no other line can offer
equal inducements as a route of through travel.
In

Construction an<l Equipment
THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD
stand · confessedly at the head of American railways. The
track is double the entire 1 ~gth of the line, of steel rails
laid on heavy oak ties, which are embedded in a founJation
of rock ballast eighteen inche in depth. All bridges are
of iron or stone, and built upon the most approved plans.
Its pa enger car , while eminently afe and sub tantial,
are at the same time models of comfort and elegance.

THE SAFETY APPLIANCES

in use on thi s line well illustrate the far- eeing and liberal
policy of it management, in accordance with which the
THE ATLANTIC FOR 1878
utility only of an improvement and not it cost has been
WILL PRESENT
the question of con ideration. Among many may be
·
SERIAL S TORIE S by W. H. B ishop, H enry J a m es, noticed
Jr., a nd W . D. Howells.
The Block System of Safety Sig nals, 7anney Coupler, Buffer
SHORT S TORIES, by T. B. A ldrich , Rose Terry Cooke,
and Platform, Tlte W!tarton Patent Switclt, and t!te
C onstance F. Woolson , J. W. ·n e Forrest, and other
Westing!tousc A fr-Brake, .
w riters.
S K E TCHE S AND ESS AYS by M ark T wain and Ch arles
Dud ley Warn er.
DESCRIPTIONS OF FORE I G N LIFE AND TRAVE L
b y W.W. Stor y. T . B . Aldrich , a n d C. E. N orton.
S T UDIE S FROM FRENCH. G E RMAN . an d ENGLIS H
B OOKS by Henr y J a mes, Jr .. W D . H ow ells , H a rriet
W. P r e ston, and other s.
POEMS by Whittier, Longfellow, and Holme s.
ARTISTW AND MUSICAL TOPICS.
THE CONTRIBUTORS' CLUB, u niv ersally pop ular.

forming in conjunction with a perfect double track and
road-bed a comb111ation of safeguards against accidents
which have rendered them practically impossible .

PULLMAN PALACE CARS
Are rw1 on all Expre . Trains

From New York, P!tiladelpltia, Baltimore and Was!tington,
To Cfticago, Cincinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, and St.
Louis,

T ERMS OF THE A TLAN'fIC. Single numbers, 3 5 cts.
WITHOUT CHANGE,
Year ly subscri ption, $4.00, postagefree; w itli life-size
p or trait of W hi ttier, B ryant, or Longfellow, $5.00 ; and to all principal points in the far West and South with
with t wo por traits, $ 6.00 ; with all three portraits, but one change of car . Connection are made in Union
Depot , and are as ured to all important points.

$ 7.00.
SPECI~ L OFFER.-Tlte November and Decembe1·
numbe1·s of T HE ATLA ·r1c, containing poems by Wliittie1· .
ancl Longfellow, ancl the commencement of Mr. Bishop''!;
neio serial story, '' Detmold," will be mailed free to all
new subscribers to T nE ATLANTIC MONTHLY fo1· 1878.

YLVA JJA
F THE' PE
ROUTE
is adm itted to be un urpa · ed in the world for grandeur,
beauty and variety.
·uperior refreshment facilitie are
provided . Employees are courteo'\.1 and attentive, and it
is an inevitable result that a trip by the Penn ylvania
Railroad must form
·

THE

CENERY

R emittances by mail should be sent by a money-order,
A :?leasing and Memorable Experience.
draft on N ew Yor k or Boston , or reg ister ed letter, to
Tickets for ale at the lowest rate at the Ticket Offices
H. 0 . HouOHTON & Co., Rivers ide Press, Cambri dge, of the Company in all important citie and towns.
M ass.
FRA K THOM O ,
L. P. FARMER,

H. o. HOUGHTON AND COMPANY. ~OSTON,
HURD & HOUGHTON, NEW YORX,
/

C.

s.

H:~;;~:a;,age:w Engl~:~e?::::t~sengerAgmt.
203

and

205

Washington St., Boston, Mass.
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The Waverly Dining Rooms and Restaurant I

288 ASYLU::.!::.:~:~t~ste,
First-Class

I
I

OU!t REGULA!{ ~IEALS.

.30
.25

I Dinner from

to 3,
.45
Board by the Week, $4.00

•

o. 14 and 16 FORD STREET.
We have the largest, best selected, and most salable
stock of Furniture, Mattresses, Spring Bed, , &c., to be
found in the city, and at the most reasonable prices. Come
and see us.

Some would s,iy that this Is too cheap to be good. Try It ancl you

the market at:lords. First class Cooks, neat and attentive ~, alters .

EARLE DU LEV, Proprietor.

c.l

The Society for the Increase
the Ministry

House."
"The Hartford Boot and Shoe
I

201

Aids students preparing for Holy Orders I
in the Schools, Colleges and Seminaries of

D. F. TOWNER,
.MAIN ST., (opposite Athcneum) H A.RTrORD, CT.

We make a specialty of Fine Goods, and Manufacture to
rder Fine a lf Shoe for Gent's Wear, at Remarkably
Low Prices.

the Protestant Episcopal Church.
Further information will be cheerfu lly given
on application to the
R EV.

207

AND

ASSOCIATE DENTISTS,
405 MA.IN STREET, Miller Building,

HARTFORD,

Opposite Cheney's,
'oNN.

I

HARTFORD, CON

.

os. alutant.

The Trz"nzty Tablet.

ERNST SCHALL,
o.

C. C. DILLS

F ·D. HARRIMAN, Sec'y,

Jan. 21, 187 .

I

12

will say It I just what the limes call for. We cook to Prdcr everything

J.

·tu'R E

u ; ··;1
.

IF

in all its Appointments.

Breakfast from 6 to 9,
Supper from 5 I-2 to 7,

Seidler & May,

I

Block,)

\"T[

MAI ; S1 REET, .HARTFORD, CT.,

jh-AN U FACT U f\l NG

JEWELER,

This paper, published every three weeks, is designed Lo be
an exponent of the views of the

-AND-

Students of Trinity College,

I mporter o.f Diamonds and F/ne
Watches.

NEWS OF TH E COLLEGE WORLD

ANGUSTE

SALTZMAN A D
WAT "HES.

FRED .

0

and to furni sh ubsc ribers with all the

D

F. BITTER,
MERCHANT
Ha

a very fine stock of

Subscriptions,

$2.00

per Annum,

In Advance.

TAILOR,

loths, and makes up

in general. Its editors will endeavor to make it attractive
in form and matter, and will spare no pains to n..-ler it
worthy of the favor with which it has hitherto been
received.

~ S tudents wi hing to complete their files should apply
early, as many of the back issues are _nearly exhausted,

uits

fashionable to the latest

tyles at very reasonal le price . For rates for advertisements, and general information, ap!
plication should be made to the Managing Editor.
Cleaning and repairing done at short notice.
Address,

o. 9 Grove Street, 4 doors from Main,
HARTFORD, CONN.
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P. 0. Drawer
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T.JF.F ANY & CO., DREKA,
U

IO

SQUARE,

N. Y.,

L O.NDON,

PARIS,

GENEVA.,

29 Argyll St.

57 Rue Chateaudun.

Place Cornavin.

I I 2 I C h estn u t Street, Phi l ade l p hi a,

I Importing

MANUFAOTURERS OF

and Manufacturing

.

. F I E JE W ELRY,

STATIONER .

WATCH E S, STE RLI NG SI L VE R WAR E,
CLA SS A N D SOCIETY BADGES, RI NGS,
MEDALS AN D PRIZES.

Fine English and Domestic Pa1 ers stamped in gold, plain
colors or handsomely illuminated with Cla ·s Die,
Monogram, Crest, etc.

Articles Suitable for P rizes or Presentation
on sale or made to order fro m approI?riate designs.

Se nd for sample book of Paper .and prices.
HANDSOMELY

E

Gl<.A VED

L

VITA TIO

s

for Colleges, Wedding , etc., a, pecialty.

Particular attention is invited to their

ST ATI ONE RY D E PA RT MENT,
In which they have constantly a large and well a sorted
stock of Note and Letter Papen, and articles of fine stationery. Their facilities enable them to furni h promptly
new and appropriate designs and work of the highest
merit for Reception, Visiting, Invitation, and Ball
Cards, etc .
Arms, Crests, Monogram , ect ., engraved on metal
or stone.
amples of leading tyles of papers, designs,
and estimates furnished upon application.

Visiting ards, Monograms, . ociety Designs, and Heraldic
Engraving furni heel in the be t manner and correct
ta te. Designs submitted for approval.

Letter from Sir Henry Halford,
C APT AIN OF BR ITI SH T EAM.
Garden City Hotel, Creedmore,
Messrs. WM.

]. & R. LAMB,
CHURCH

,

ept. 17, 1877.

. KIMBALL & Co., Rochester,

. Y.

Gentlemen-Pray accept my be t thanks for the package of Vanity Fair Tobacco which I found here yesterday. It is the be t tobacco I ever smoked, and will be
a great source of enjoyment to me on my western trip.
Believe me, yours truly,

FURNITURF.
59

H. S.

J.

HALFORD.

SEYMS & CO.,

CARMI E STREET, NEW YORK.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in Choice
Banners in Colors and Gold on Ilk, $5....:ec.:.ca_:_:
ch=--:.._ _
- Letters for Text Mottoes, &c, In Velvet Papet\6, 8, and 10 inch
Letters. Gothic and 18th Century.
.
Illustrated
Furniture,
1,ft!tal & :.tone,
Banners & Emblems,
Catalogues.
10 Cents.
10 Cents .
10 Cents.

I

I

I

TEA, COFFEE, SUGAR, FRUIT, &c.
217

A general assortmenl of Choice Family Crocerie . .
MAJ
ITV HOTEL BLOCK, HARTFORD, CONN .

MER~~HJ~·TLET:rLoR, CLARK& BULKLEY,
~66 M riin St., over Oonlclin,'s B aza.ar,

Custon'\ work only, from best goods, carefully selected.
Personal attention and the best workmen guarantee
perfect satisfaction .
STO

E

BRIDGE DRUG

j.POTH E CARY ,

~
~

"Xob Prz·n t+er.·('v,

362

I

/

Printing Promptly and

TORE.

D . WA LLACE TRAOY,
.PRUGGIST AND

Book

eatly Executed at Rea onable
Rates.

MAIN STREET, (Hudson B uil d ing,)

HARTFORD, Co
Dealer in First Clas Druggists' Goods of all
SAMUEL CLARK.
Descriptions.
The TABLET Printers.
No. 139 Main Street,
Hartford, Conn.

1

•

1

•

C. C.

BULKLEY.

